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Abstract 
In the literature two different concepts and approaches are available as academics and academician. The concept of academician 
being used for the academic personnel in Turkey gets contact with a wrong semantic shift. Because, the approach of academician 
is used as a title for the members in the science and art academy such as Academic Française, Academic Gouncourt and the 
Royal Academy based in the Continental Europe and the United Kingdom. Whereas, the concept of academics is mostly used in 
the United States as based on the process of academic career. In this study, the reasons of the mistake of usage of the concept of 
academician being used for the teaching staff in Turkey and the historical basis thereof are opened for discussion within the 
context of the approach and justifications so put forward.  
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
As it will also be understood from its definition, academic personnel are salaried-employees being in parallel to 
state-employees as per their status and working at the universities being administered through wide committee 
procedures and dealing with the ordinary peculiarities of professional academic activity (participating in 
conferences, giving lectures, making publications as well as classifying and measuring the same). Academicians are 
professional according to professional classification, public employees as per their position and intellectuals in 
respect of their field of specialization. Although academicians such as judges and religious men who are 
metaphorically called academic gown bearers in respect of the sociology of professions are public employees, they 
are in a different and autonomous position within the organizational structure (Öz-Alp, 1995). We can say that the 
situation at the universities in Turkey is nearly in such a way. In the literature two different concepts and approaches 
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are available as academics and academician. Whereas, academician is used as title for the university members 
“selected” for academies like Academic Française, Academic Goncourt and the Royal Academy, all of which are the 
elite academies of the West and do emphasize their race-based genetic origin. It is to say that such a usage in Turkey 
has resulted from a mistake of concept and approach (Atay, 2000).  For instance, despite the fact that the concept of 
meritocracy being emphasized as a position based on so-called talent creates a breaking point in this different 
discrimination being put forward as academics and academician, it explains academic personnel by means of the 
concept “academics” which does not based  academic personnel on any classified discrimination in a whole. To 
qualify this situation within the context of new-globalization as the opening-out of the USA that does not base on a 
specified class against the classified structure of the West is meaningful. The Anglo-Saxon and the Continental 
Europe are, indeed, tightly faithful to the principle of administration, accountability and supervision in education.  
Of course, the opinion that a nationalist class of intellectuals was constituted by Prussian Von Humboldt by 
opposing the political power of the clergy (the religious men having a form of organization) in France, and that the 
plan of the first modern university was established by him seems to be a strong argument (Drucker, 1994). Thus, the 
premise justification of the plan of educating ‘passels’ of people into the ‘elite group’ is brought to light. Whereas, 
England that is an Anglo-Saxon country has suffered from the constraint of class. Because, the school system in 
England could not be successful due to the fact that it was not based on getting creditability gained by including 
talented and successful youngsters coming from sub-classes into the group of leaders. However, since the 
phenomenon of successfulness or unsuccessfulness in the background of this fact results from the difference 
between the education systems in the Continental Europe and the Anglo-Saxon, the issue in question deepens much 
more from another point of view. In particular, there is conspicuous clear difference as related with the defining and 
denomination of these two concepts even between Royal Academy and Oxford University. Some names that were 
educated in and “selected” for Oxford University from 13th century to 20th century have been quoted to the following 
table by making use of the data of the official internet site (Chart 1).  
What draws attention in Chart 1 is that the persons preferring the academic career are titled “academics”. For 
anybody who graduated from or made academic career at the Oxford University, the title “academician” is not used. 
For enabling to get the title “academician” in the Kingdom of Britain, the contributions of the works of the 
concerned persons to the fields of science of art must have been awarded and honored by the Royal Academy. This 
process begins after the concerned persons become members to the concerned academy in the field of science or art.   
When the current trends being experienced at early 1980’s have taken into consideration, the demands such as 
crowd higher education, controls of research outputs, transition to administration and career oriented system have 
changed the academic labor culture. Especially, the excessive control of labor and state has drags the higher 
education in England into a educational revolution in the last twenty years (Parker, 2002). It was observed that there 
was a strong trend so that the schools of engineering which was provided for the professional-oriented elites in 
1960’s and 1970’s created some problems in university education. However, at the beginning of 1980’s, a number of 
renovations have been made so as to change the structure and form of the sector radically (Parker, 2002).  Such 
renovations are as follows: 
• Strengthening the state’s control by eliminating the university’s budget commission,  
• Transforming the events and activities into a measurable form, 
• Increasing the number of students,  
• Nominating part-time teaching and research staff,  
• Transforming the lessons into a comparable form by establishing a mechanism of total credit points as 
well as common modular systems by within the framework of a description for professional 
qualification as made by the national council,  
• Starting the efficiency to be supervised through the research measuring exercises,  
• Developing any procedures required for controlling the education and administration at the level of 
institutes and departments by means of quality control agencies, and 
• Observing the increases in the number of the grading organizations because the titles and powers and/or 
authorizations of the universities are given by the higher educational colleges. 
So, academia has exposed to a compulsory transformation in respect of both its content and conceptual nature as 
well. As seen, it is understood that the “class of elites” defined as academicians left its nostalgic period and exposed 
a Universalist transformation within conformist trends (Furedi, 2003). The main theme changing the conceptual and 
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etymological contents of academia is formed by the analyses claiming that universities have been colonized by the 
technocrat capitalism. Also in the USA just as be in Europe, the intellectuals not being academics have disappeared, 
and the place of them thus emptied has been filled by  timid and esoteric  academics speaking with a jargon which 
anybody other than them selves does not understand. Thus, either a cultural conservative academic structure or 
another structure being formed of radical political comments has appeared dialectically. The academics whom 
Russell Jacoby (1987: 219) defines as “classroom technicians” by saying The Last Intellectuals consist of the 
persons who have withdrawn into their own shells and devoted them selves only to academic career and have been 
writing through an esoteric and cowering style. According to Jacoby’s radical-political comment, the academics are 
the persons who hired by certain institutions, have the main anxiety as satisfying the bosses and agencies for which 
they work, strengthen their own reputation instead of being pioneers for arguments and discussions and are in the 
“pleasure” of having a social authority startling those who are not specialists as well as of having many academic 
awards, certificates and diplomas. Indeed, the fact that universities contain a particular field of specialization and 
have a certain technical language and the limited distribution thereof has made the knowledge professionalized 
rapidly.  
The professionalization of knowledge has narrowed the comprehension of a professor. His/her tools of 
achievement moves this trend ahead and take the mind to a narrowed area of questioning instead of embracing what 
the humane is with the effort of fully imitating the same in social sciences (Parker, 2002).    Obviously, a 
professional’s (for instance, a professor in an academy) good command of knowledge has fully changed the 
understanding of authority together with the professionalization of knowledge, either. This situation has also 
disarrayed remaining “elite”. In this case, the following judgment can be put forward in light of all these 
evaluations: Populism losing its value, and uncontrolled market capitalism, and besmirch of academy by the 
reflexive modernization, which is called as new-globalization, of the kind of supervision in academy. This situation 
has also forced the concept academic personnel in Turkey to a compulsory change in respect of shape and content. 
Some of such compulsory reasons are listed as follow: the passing entrance to higher education and related 
competition beyond an unlimited dimension from a limited one, and enabling academic personnel to be placed and 
saved, and making them gained to academy through fixed and short term service contracts, transforming from 
classical supervision style to performance rating, involving a cowed formation into publications and studies realized 
by forming quality control system reduced to quantitative data. 
2. Objective and problematics of the study 
The main purpose of the study is to examine the denomination of the teaching staff at universities in Turkey and 
in the worldwide in a historical perspective, and evaluate the correctness of such discourses in relation with the issue 
in question in Turkey. For this purpose, in the study a procedure is available about the concepts, in which the 
academic personnel are considered as academics or academician, and which are perceived as the same of each other 
in appearance, are different from each other, as it is understood when their theoretical analysis is conducted. In 
Turkey, while an answer is looked for the question if the title “academician” or “academics” should be used in 
denomination the university teaching staff, a situation being more different and complicated than those in the other 
countries is encountered. Those who perform the academic activities at the higher educational institutions in Turkey 
are defined as “the teaching staff” in and by the Law No. 2547 on Higher Education. In the Law, such teaching staff 
have not been named as academics or academician; however the word “academic” has been used in sense of 
adjective just 24 times. That the word academic has been used as an adjective, and its frequency of usage are seen in 
Chart 2.    
Another quite interesting development apart from this situation is that the university employees are classified as 
academic and administrative staff in the practices concerning personnel affairs at the universities in Turkey, and that 
any related transactions are executed accordingly. In many official letters, correspondences, announcements and 
notifications, the expressions “academic personnel” is used instead of “teaching staff”. And again, another point, 
which draw attention, is observed in the Higher Education Personnel Law No. 2914. In this Law, the word academic 
has been used as neither adjective nor noun. The teaching staff are expressed as academic personnel in Turkey, and 
named through the concept academics or academician in the worldwide. Whereas existence, meaning and origin of 
aforementioned concepts are different. To associate the main difference between academics and academician with 
the struggle among those who want to protect the race-based elite and genetic structure and those who resist against 
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this necessitates to consider the study from the point of a different perspective. In particular, it is seen that such 
resistances were shaped in the 17th century in the Continental Europe. In 1635, by the order of Cardinal Richelieu, 
the King of France an academy was constituted with forty people known as the most distinguished among the 
French scientists with the aim to protect and develop the French language. Thereby, the language of bourgeoisie, the 
rising class, was shaped slowly.     In the background of this, it is necessary to seek the traces of that the society tried 
to learn the language of an “elite” class, which forms a set of rules (Illich, 1995). The aim of this was probably to 
correct, discipline and enliven bad French falling below the standards. In reality, this process of enlivening the 
language formed a fundamental resource in training teachers to serve for the Empire; ecole normale is an example 
for this. As time passed, the Higher Teacher Training School (Ecole Normale Superieure) became one of the leading 
higher educational schools of France. For instance, Irish author Samuel Beckett wrote his book titled Proust in 1930 
in the lodging unit of Ecole Normale where he thought (Beckett, 2001). Aggregation known as a grading system is 
used to describe the entrance exams at the level of postgraduate in some branches of science in France. As also be in 
English, the word aggregate means “to collect, compile, get something together”. Despite the fact that aggregation 
grants the authorization of independently giving lessons in some higher educational institutions (such as faculty of 
law), it covers the aim of any kind of High Teachers’ Foundation in secondary educational institutions. Thus, a 
member of any academy is referred to as fellow since he/she is positioned in any university foundation. However, if 
romantic traces or nostalgic tones of the past are put aside, it becomes apparent that there is a certain degree of 
correctness in the words of Claude Levi-Strauss who is deemed to be one of the .important names of anthropology. 
“Aggregation is a inhuman exam in education that generally depresses the human being, but contains laziness 
enough to allow a possibility of rest in your lifetime “(Strauss, 2004). The conclusion being extracted from such an 
expression adds legality to the conformist structure. The relationship between the high school finishing or 
baccalaureate exam  in the periods when French seemed to be a more  popularly esteemed language against English 
in Turkey in the first years of the Republic and the aggregation is perhaps an issue which should be researched from 
an other point of view. And in Turkey, we come face to face with .a formation different from the western 
perspective. In this case, if we study the academic personnel in Turkey in-depth on epistemological basis, when we 
pronounce the word academician, we make a conceptual mistake. However, as a matter of fact, the definition of 
academic personnel as “academics” gives an expression that it can be perceive as an adjective as if not a noun. 
Nowadays,  to claim that the concepts academics and academician have been crystallized slowly and that their 
contents have disappeared in semantic respect puts an issue which has to be researched from another point of view 
into agenda of discussion. Now, most of top administrations of universities tend to make efforts for providing the 
balance among various groups and not causing any dispute which will be reflected outside. It will be useful to 
briefly mention about the historical development of the universities in Turkey. Nizamiye Medrese which was 
opened in the 11th century in the era of Seljuks was an important institutionalization in turn of higher educational 
institution. For example, Gazali worked as the rector (whose old name is “muderrislik”) in Baghdad Medrese after 
he was educated in Nishabur Medrese. Besides, scientific works and studies used to be performed in the medreses 
there was a scholarship-aimed organization of foundation for poor and talented students, too. It is seen that the 
employees and talented managers used to be taught and educated for the administration of the Empire here in such 
institutions. Fatih and Süleymaniye Medreses* took a significant place in the Ottoman higher educational system. 
The developments in the 18th and 19th centuries took the universities of western sense essence. The setting up of 
Darülfünun as a university in of western sense was decided in 1846, but it could be opened in 1863 (Erdem, 2005). 
It is interesting that the Tanzimat (Administrative Reforms in the Ottoman period) modernizers chose to use the 
concept “darülfünun” instead of “university” which is a universal concept almost in every country. Beyond that the 
Tanzimat reformists did not choose to use the word university, it might be a subject matter of anxiety that there was 
a church connection in the university’s background, and that the harmonization of their reactions to an institution 
under this name could be easier. Another reason was to use the word “darululum” (the house of sciences). The 
Tanzimat reformists preferred to use the word “darülfünun” (the house of sciences) in order not to disturb the ulema 
(the Muslim theologians and scholars). Because, while the word science reminds the knowledge relating to what is 
divine, the phrase scientific knowledge draws a worldly (secular) area (TÜBA, 2007: 28-29). Just 55 years were 
awaited for putting the darülfünun into practice. The preeminent reason of this was unavailability of the 
infrastructure of elementary and secondary education. After this process, the 1933 University Reform is significant 
in the Republican Era. Attention must be paid to the fact that the University Reform was achieved by the staffs 
taught and educated in the higher schools of the Ottoman modernity. As a matter of fact,  many changes have 
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occurred at the universities in the process which has developed so far from just half a century. In 1943, the seven 
wage-brackets varying between 60 – 15 Turkish Liras for the university teaching members (associate professors, 
professors and professor-in-ordinary) were determined, and it was prescribed that the assistants had to enter 
“colloquium”  for associate professorship after they served for a period of two years following the completion of 
their doctorate programs, and that they would become professors as staffed staff at the end of seven years so as to be 
after a trial period of two years and plus after they worked as Associate professors for a period of five years, 
provided that they were successful. It has been provided that they will be able to pass to the professorship’s desk as 
professor-in-ordinary and get monthly salaries at the highest level on the condition that they have been known well 
in the international arena (TÜBA, 2007). The reasons such as the grading at academic staffs, the unavailability of 
the staff of assistant associate professorship in the relevant period and of the degree of professor-in-ordinary to-day, 
the acceptance and application of studying thesis and works for the staff of associate professorship instead of the 
colloquium* exam, and likewise the rectors who were of weighed social sciences in the relevant period have left 
their places to the rectors being of weighed medicine and technical sciences are the issues which must 
be studied separately for that they do not disintegrate the center of weight of the main subject matter.1
3. Conclusion 
In general sense, university is the shape of cultural labor that has been organized in social and technical aspects 
(Game and Metcalfe, 1999). To condensate the efficiency of scientific approaches and works by overlapping the 
scientific life with the social live dynamics, and to motivate the society’s intellectual conscience by studying any 
events and phenomena daily living a scientifically in-depth is the fundamental function of universities. Naturally, 
universities present an atmosphere where knowledge is freely discussed with its internal dynamics (Inam, 1995). 
However, the science in the foundation of achievement, creativeness and efficiency in the academic life is 
performed as well as can process the knowledge in the foundation of opportunism the examples of which can be 
frequently seen, and even this situation can be transformed to a common culture. To direct or cause to be directed to 
works being the short term targeted and saving the day only instead of processing the existing potentials of 
creativeness in and for scientific works is the conclusion of a negative situation making quantity as valid rather than 
quality. Furthermore, the aim of continuing the scientific struggle in a creative medium constituting the foundation 
of performing the science in the academic life can be excluded by a solid line relationship or mentality. Moreover, 
the populist approaches in the contents of which sentimentality and traditional human relationships are very 
important, and the personal discrimination policies makes the scientific objectivity and institutionalization being 
minimum conditions of creativeness ineffective. Such a negative feedback system of creativeness reveals the 
reasons and justifications in parallel to why academic medium retires into its own self. Actually, this situation  is a 
problem which should be studied separately.  
Academic personnel emphasize the persons who “give lessons” and “makes researches” functionally in a jonus-
faced (bi-directional) manner at universities.  However, it is seen that the concepts academics and academician are 
different from each other from a discursive, semantic and etymological point of view. Academician is a member of a 
specified academy being interested in the field of art or science in general. For instance, such as the Royal Academy 
of Arts or the Russian Academy of Sciences. And the Turkish Academy of Sciences was founded by virtue of the 
Law-Decree No. 497 which came into effect in September 1993. It started to perform its scientific activities on 7th
January 1994 when the appointment of its founder-members by the Prime Minister, the formation of the first general 
assembly, the selection of the President and the Council of Academy, and the appointment of the President were 
realized. TÜBA (the Turkish Academy of Sciences) is an institution that is adherence to Prime Minister, has legal 
entity as well as has scientific, administrative and financial autonomy as per the provisions of relevant law. So as to 
be within this context, being selected for memberships of the academy is realized in three ways. It is provided in the 
form of being permanent membership, and getting awards or medals from national or international organizations, 
and having discoveries, inventions, theories and models which are referred to under his/her own name, and being 
mentioned with his/her own name in classical books or articles as well as taking many works of his/her place in the  
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  Fatih Medrese was founded by converting eight separate churches into eight separate medreses soon after the 
conquering of Istanbul. Each of such medreses called Medanis-i Semniye had 19 rooms, separate rooms for 8 rectors 
and 50 rooms for using distributing daily monies. The principles and procedures re-arranging the administration, 
curriculum and academic structure of such medreses were put into effect n the form of the regulations for higher 
education as set forth in the Fatih Book of Laws. Law, theology and literature used to be taught in Fatih University. 
And in Süleymaniye Medrese that was founded in the period of Sultan Süleyman, the Magnificent,  the disciplines 
of medicine and mathematics were constituted as well as the above mentioned disciplines. So, medicine and 
sciences were combined under the name Daruldadis and organized accordingly. However, a collapse began in the 
organization of medrese as from the 16th century. Although a board was formed in1867 in order to stop the collapse 
of the medreses, but it could not be successful.  Soon after this, the fact that the higher educational institutions in the 
west were adapted as they were is the first breaking-off (Erdem, 2005). 
 “Colloquium” means colloquial “belonging to and peculiar to spoken language”. Importance should be attached 
to this situation at universities. While making academic career, this is an exam where the candidate person’s 
rhetorical ability, and the maturity of the language which he/she uses at the dimension to reflect the university 
language as well as his/her talent concerning certain behavior and good manners. In fact, it is an matter putting the 
elite identity of universities to foreground, and reflecting the candidate’s plain of behavior one-to-one in scientific 
aspect. Whereas, whether or not this situation has been disappeared to-day and to what extent it reflects the phase 
being presently reached should be examined further.
catalogues of international scientific references. Associate members are selected among young scientists of 
Turkish nationality who are candidates to be permanent members. And honorary members are selected from among 
the scientists of Turkish nationality who bear the conditions of being permanent members, but cannot be selected as 
permanent members due to limitation of a definite age and among the foreign scientists who are concerned and 
cooperate with Turkey and bear the conditions being wanted for permanent members.  
The permanent members in the fields of physics (12), chemistry (12) and medicine (12) are in weight in Chart 3. 
The scientists in the fields of medicine (3), and chemistry (5) are in weight in the associate memberships. As it will 
be seen, a great majority of the scientists being selected as Permanent and Associate members to and for the Turkish 
Academy of Sciences come from the Sciences and from the Health Sciences. In this respect, the remaining of the 
scientists being “selected” to the academy from the field of Social Sciences in minority and the reasons of this fact 
are an issue must be researched separately.  
A professor is academic personnel, and hence is academics. However, in the event that the mentioned professor is 
a member of an academy being devoted to sciences or arts, it is right that he/she is called as academician. Whereas, 
when academics is said in Turkish, it is thought that is an adjective, not a noun. As a matter of fact, this situation 
consists of a wrong idea only. Because, the teaching staffs at the universities are included in the group of 
professional occupation. The separation of the group of professional occupation from the other occupational groups 
is a rather meaningful reference to distinguish the definitions of nouns and adjectives in the sociology of professions 
(MacDonald, 2003). For instance, when the phrase “to do a work in a professional manner” is said, while the word 
professional in this phrase is an adjective, when the sentence “he is a real Professional” (beginning with the capital 
letter ‘P’)” is said, it becomes a noun. Similarly, when “academics” is also said, it should be considered that it 
recalls a professional person who should be called by a title beginning wit the capital letter “A”.       
The conclusion being expected to be obtained in this study is that the two concepts as academics and academician 
are different from each other in the field of literature in respect of their contents and backgrounds, and that the 
concept of academician used for academic personnel in our country is actually used erroneously in epistemological 
basis, and that the wrongly usage of this concept, however, results from  a mistake of using the language which has 
been accepted anymore. Although the nostalgia being felt to the intellectual culture of the past era has been 
continuing secretly, the comments in connection with the deviation of the thought life from the universalist area bear 
an oppressive impression (Ross, 1989), and by putting the criticism of the technocrat trends of the universities based 
oh the post-industrial countries with their forms of supervisions into agenda, the idea  of that they transform to 
“academics” becomes more common. As a matter of fact, this situation ought to be seen and evaluated in parallel to 
the fact that the “considerable” professions in the past era were exposed to transformation. Hence, the emphasize of 
the developed countries as the form of post-industrial is a phenomenon confronting the new globalization against us 
today. It should be assumed that a different center of weight forms in the essence of the theoretical analyses of the 
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concepts which are considered as academics or academician from the perspective of Turkey and perceived as  the 
same with each other.      
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Appendix A. The Denomination of the Graduates and Academics of Oxford University 
Between the 13th and 14th centuries 
Between the 15th and 16th centuries 
Between the 17th and 16th centuries 
The 19th century 
Concerned person Professional field – specialization  
Roger Bacon Scientist  
Thomas Bradwardine Archbishop of Contenbury  
William from Ockham Philosopher, theologian   
Duns Scotus Philosopher, theologian  
Simon Bredon Mathematician 
William Allen Cardinal  
Erasmus  Scientist 
Lord Thomas More Rector /’who died a martyr 
Lord Thomas Wolsey Rector / church father’ 
William Tyndale Translator for Bible 
William Henry Drayton American Revolutionist  
Edward Gibbon Historian 
William Harvey  Who discovered the circulation of blood 
Thomas Hobbes Philosopher 
William Penn Founder of the State of Pennsylvania  
Adam Smith  Political Economist 
James Oglethorpe Founder of the State of Georgia  
Jonathan Swift Author and critic 
John Wesley Founder of Modernism 
Qian Zhongsu  Author and Chinese academics  
Robert Hook Scientist 
John Ford Playwright 
Matthew Arnold Playwright 
Herbert Asquith British Prime Minister 
William Beveridge  Social Reformist and Economist 
Lewis Carroll Author and academics 
William Evart Gladstone British Prime Minister 
Sir Robert Peel British Prime Minister  
John Ruskin Author, artist, social reformist 
Arnold Toynbee Social philosopher and economist 
Oscar Wilde  Playwright 
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Zulfikar Ali Bhutto Founder and Prime Minister of Pakistan 
Clemente Attle British Prime Minister  
Sir Isaiah Berlin Philosopher 
Benazir Bhutto  Pakistani Prime Minister 
Tony Blair  British Prime Minister 
Bill Clinton President of the USA 
Edward de Bono Philosopher   
T.S. Eliot Author 
Malcolm Fraser Australian Prime Minster  
Hugh Grant Actor  
Graham Greene Author 
V. Harald King of Norway 
Stephen Hawking Philosopher and Physician 
Basil Hume Cardinal, Archbishop of Westminster  
Aldous Huxley Author 
Indira Gandhi Indian Prime Minister  
John Kufuor Prime Minister of Ghana  
Rupert Murdoch Director, News Inter.plc. 
Artur Mutambara Politician from Zimbabwe 
Raymond Robinson President of Trinidad & Tobago  
Robert Runcie  Archbishop of Canterbury 
Margaret Thatcher  British Prime Minister 
Lester Thurow Economist 
J.R.R. Tolkien  Author and academics 
Michael Winterbottom  Movie producer 
Number of Usage 
academic title  10 
academic personnel 1 
academic body 5 
academic subject 2 
academic issue 1 
academic right and power 1 
academic staff 2 
academic studies 1 
Academic board 1 
Total number of using  the word academic as an adjective   24 
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Distribution of Permanent, Associate and Honorary Members of the Turkish Academy of Sciences according 
to Their Fields of Specialization 
Permanent Members 
Associate members 
Concerned person Field of Specialization 
Ahmet Alkan Economy 
M.Ali Alpar Physics 
Metin Arık Physics  
Emel Arınç Biochemistry  
Yaman Arkun Chemistry Engineering 
Güven Assebük Archeology 
Attila Aúkar Applied Mathematics 
Abdullah Atalar Electronics  
øvet Bahar Chemistry 
Metin Balcı Chemistry 
Meral Beksaç Medicine 
A. Nihat Berker Physics 
Engin Bermek Medicine 
Erhan Biúkin Chemistry 
Tarık Çelik  Physics 
Salim Çıracı Physics 
Fevzi Daldal Biology 
Metin Demiralp Applied Mathematics 
Hilmi Demiray Applied Mathematics - Mechanics 
Adil Denizli Chemistry 
Ça÷lar Keyder Economy 
Çi÷dem Ka÷ıtçıbaúı Psychology  
Sevim Ercan Pharmacy 
Burak Erman  Chemistry 
Cumhur Ertekin Medicine 
Ayúe Erzan Physics 
Hamit Fiúek Psychology 
Naci Görür Earth Sciences  
Metin Gürses Physics 
Olgun Güven Chemistry 
Rahmi Güven Physics 
Metin Heper Political Science 
Mahmut Hortaçsu Physics 
Gökhan Hotamıúlıgil Genetics 
Gürol Irzık Philosophy 
Concerned person Field of specialization 
Okan Akhan Medicine 
Engin U. Akkaya Chemistry 
Erdin Bozkurt Earth Sciences 
Ömer Da÷ Chemistry 
Adem Levent Demirel Chemistry  
Ahmet Gül Medicine 
Sami Gülgöz Psychology 
O÷uz Gülseren Physics 
K. A. Erdem Gürsan Pharmacy 
Türkân Halilo÷lu Chemical Engineering i 
Iúınsu Kuzu Medicine 
Ahmet Oral  Physics 
Alphan Sennaro÷lu Physics 
A. Cüneyt Taú Material-Ceramics Engineering 
Ali Tuncel Chemistry  
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Honorary members 
Concerned person Field of Specialization 
H. Alaeddin Akçasu Medicine 
Çi÷dem Altay Medicine 
Metin And Cultural History 
Namık Kemal Aras Chemistry 
Mehmet ølhan Baúgöz Public Science 
Bahattin Baysal Chemistry 
Özer Bekaro÷lu Chemistry 
Halet Çambel Archeology 
Ayhan O. Çavdar Medicine  
M. Cengiz Dökmeci Applied Mathematics - Mechanics 
Cemal Eringen Applied Mathematics - Mechanics- 
Dilhan Eryurt Astrophysics 
Ufuk Esin Archeology 
Carter Vaughn Findley History 
Bozkurt Güvenç Social Anthropology  
Gyorgy Hazai Turcology  
Mithat ødemen Applied Mathematics – Electronics  
Halil ønalcık History 
Sadık Kakaç Engineering Sciences 
S. O÷uz Kayaalp Medicine 
Do÷an Kuban Architecture 
Bernard Lewis History 
Yalçın Mengi Engineering  
Ergun Özbudun Political Science 
Nimet Özgüç Archeology 
Orhan Öztürk Medicine 
Burhan Say Medicine 
Fuat Sezgin History 
Erdo÷an ùuhubi Applied Mathematics - Mechanics 
Üner Tan Medicine 
Ayhan Ulubelen Pharmacy 
Orhan N. Ulutin Medicine 
Gazi Yaúargil Medicine 
Kind of membership  Total number Concerned field 
Permanent 
membership 
77 Sciences  : 54 
Health Sciences: 14 
Social Sciences:   9 
Kind of membership  Total number Concerned field 
Associate 
membership 
15 Sciences  : 10 
Health Sciences :   4 
Social Sciences :   1 
Kind of Membership Total Number Concerned field  
Honorary 
membership 
33 Sciences       : 11 
Health Sciences: 10 
Social Sciences: 12 
  
